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Advances in Computer, Information, and Systems Sciences, and Engineering: Proceedings of IETA 2005, TeNe 2005 and EIAE 2005Springer, 2006
CISSE 2005, the World's first Engineering/Computing and Systems Research E-Conference was the first high-caliber Research Conference in the world to be completely conducted online in real-time via the internet.
CISSE received 255 research paper submissions and the final program included 140 accepted papers, from more than 45 countries. The...
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Electronic Commerce (Networking Series)Charles River, 2003
The fourth edition of this best-selling title gives a complete overview of  the electronic commerce environment. It has been revised and completely updated  to reflect the most recent trends in e-commerce, including new material on  security technologies, server options, enterprise applications, and investing  online. Covering everything from...
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The SIM Guide to Enterprise ArchitectureCRC Press, 2009

	It is amusing that the first part of this book to be read is the last part to be written.
	It provides, however, an opportunity to share with you a little about how writing
	and editing this book has changed my thinking not just about enterprise architecture
	(EA), or about the role of information technology (IT) and IT professionals in...
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Packet Tracer Network Simulator (Professional Expertise Distilled)Packt Publishing, 2014

	Packet Tracer Network Simulator is a practical guide that thoroughly explains the features and uses of Packet Tracer with the help of practical examples that will help you to create your own complex topologies and emulate learning environments. This book will cover using Packet Tracer with PCs, laptops, and servers, with a brief description...
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The Wolf of Wall StreetBantam, 2008

	Now a major motion picture directed by Martin Scorsese and starring Leonardo DiCaprio

	

	NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER

	 

	By day he made thousands of dollars a minute. By night he spent it as fast as he could, on drugs, sex, and international globe-trotting. From the binge that sank a...
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Preparing for the Worst: Incorporating Downside Risk in Stock Market Investments (Wiley Series in Probability and Statistics)John Wiley & Sons, 2004
This book provides a detailed accounting of how downside risk can enter a
portfolio, and what can be done to identify and prepare for the downside.We
take the view that downside risk can be incorporated into current methods of
stock valuation and portfolio management.Therefore we introduce commonly
used theories in order to show...
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Inside the Mind of the Turtles: How the World's Best Traders Master RiskMcGraw-Hill, 2009

	“I like risk. I embrace risk.” -Turtle trader Curtis Faith


	Risk is scary, to be sure, but it's a fundamental aspect of the investing world. Without it, profit would not exist. The trick is to accept, anticipate, manage, and mitigate risk. In other words, master it.


	In Way of the...
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Top Hedge Fund Investors: Stories, Strategies, and AdviceJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	A professional's guide to the world of hedge fund investing






	
		Throughout the financial crisis of 2008, many hedge funds suffered massive losses and were often blamed for the extreme market upheavals. In the wake of the crisis, hedge funds remain a source of fascination for the media, legislators, and...
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The New Reality of Wall StreetMcGraw-Hill, 2003
"A lively, provocative, and comprehensive economic critique and analysis of investment intended for perilous periods and likely to be of enduring value."--Lawrence A. Cunningham, Author and Professor, Boston College
"Tracing the history of investment from the South Sea Bubble to America's bubble economy of the 1990s, Don Coxe has...
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The Micro Cap Investor: Strategies for Making Big Returns in Small CompaniesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Are you looking to trade a little security and stability for the opportunity to get in early on the next Microsoft? Study after study reveals that investing in micro cap stocks has generated greater long-term returns than investing in blue chips. Yet because micro caps are by nature more volatile than their blue-chip counterparts, and often trade...
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Stock Investing For Dummies (Business & Personal Finance)For Dummies, 2006

	Fully covers today's economic realities — and new opportunities


	Build your wealth with smart investing — even in a bear market!


	With so many choices, investing can be tricky. Stock Investing For Dummies, 2nd Edition, makes it simple with proven tactics and time-tested strategies for picking winners. This...
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Stock Market RulesMcGraw-Hill, 2004
Everything you need to know to understand and profit from the unwritten rules of Wall Street
	Investors have long relied on unofficial rules--"Buy on the rumor, sell on the news," for example--to help with their decision-making. Stock Market Rules, Third Edition, analyzes fifty of these maxims to tell you which...
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